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In this paper we generalize two results of Khan and Majumdar on the weak 
sequential convergence of functions in the Lebesgue-Bochner space L:(Q) and on 
a Fatou-like convergence theorem. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The purpose of this note is to improve the results on the weak sequential 
convergence in L:(Q) obtained by Khan and Majumdar [4]. Also, our 
proof is much simpler than the proof given in [4]. Our results also 
generalize to Banach space valued functions those of Artstein [l] and 
within the context of Lebesgue-Bochner spaces they generalize significantly 
an analogous result of Kato [3]. The theorems of this paper can have 
important applications in optimal control, evolution equations, differential 
inclusions, and mathematical economics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, Z, p) be a complete a-finite measure space and X a separable 
Banach space, with X* its topological dual. We use the notations 
Pf(,,(X) = {A c x: nonempty, closed, (convex)} 
Pwk&) = {A c x: nonempty, w-compact, (convex)}. 
For A E 2*\(q3) we set IAl = SUP,,~ Ilull; by dA( .) we denote the distance 
function from A, i.e., for all x E X, dA(x) = inf,,, 1(x-all; and by bA( .) we 
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denote the support function of A, i.e., for all x* EX*, (TV = 
suP,,a(x*V a)* 
A multifunction F: 52 + Pr(X) is said to be measurable if it satisfies any 
of the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) for all x E X, o + dFcoJ(x) is measurable 
(ii) there exists a sequence {f,( .)},,r of measurable functions s.t. 
J’(m) = cl{fn(d)n., for all w  E Sz (Castaing’s representation), 
(iii) Gr F= {(CO, x) E 52 x X:x E F(o)} E .X x B(X), where B(X) is the 
Bore1 o-field of X (graph measurability). 
We denote by Si the set of all selectors of F( .) that belong to the 
Lebesgue-Bochner space L:(G), i.e., Sk = { f( .) E L:(n) : f(o) E 
F(w) ,u-a.e.}. It is easy to see that this set is nonempty and closed if and 
only if infx.,(,, llxll EL\. We say that I;: Sz -+ Pr(X) is integrably bounded 
if it is measurable and 1 F( . )I E L\ . Using Sk we can define a set valued 
integral for F( .) as 
j F(w)440)= R 1 fbM44:f(+S; R 
If PJ”>l are nonempty subsets of X, we define 
w-limA,={xEX:x=w-limx,, xk~Ank, n,<n,< . ..}. 
k-m 
For more details about the properties of the above weak limit superior 
of sets we refer to Mosco [S] and Salinetti and Wets [7]. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We start with a straightforward observation concerning the previously 
defined weak limit superior of sets. So assume that X is any Banach space. 
LEMMA. Zf for all n 2 1, A,, # q5 and A,, E G, whe’re GE PJX), then for 
7 
all x* E X*, hm a,“(~*) 6 Ow-~,,Jx*). 
Proof Fix x* E X* and let x, E A, s.t. (x*, x,) = Ok,. Let (x~}~~ I 
be a subsequence of {x~},, 2 I 
- 
s.t. (x*, x,J + lrm a,“(~*). Since {x”}~> r E G, 
by invoking the Eberlein-Smulian theorem and passing to a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that xk 4”’ x. Then 
x E w&i A, =E. (x*, x) < a,mKJx*) =-iii6 o,“(x*) < a,mKa,(x*). Q.E.D. 
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This leads us to the following generalization of Theorem 1 of Khan and 
Majumdar [4] and of an earlier result of Kato [3]. 
Here (8, .X, p) is a measure space and X any Banach space. 
THEOREM 3.1. If {f,( .),f( .)} ..l~LP,(0)(lQp<CO),fn(.)~W-LPyf(.), 
and f,(w) E G(o) p-a.e., where G(w) E Pwkc(X) p-a.e., then f(w) E 
- 
cOnv w-lim{~n(cO)}n~ r p-a.e. 
ProoJ From Mazur’s lemma we know that for all k > 1 
f(u) e conv U f,(o) p-a.e. 
n>k 
Let x* E X*. Then for all k 2 1 we have 
a (x*,f(o)) < lim(x*,f,(w)) = lim f~(~~~,,)(x*) p-a.e. 
Using Lemma 3.1 we get 
lim dx*)ff.~j G ~w-i6ii~fn~o~~.&*~ we. 
* (x*JW) G ~w-i;;;;~fn~o~~nr,(x*) w.e. 
*f(w) e conv w-lim{f,(o)}.. r p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Unlike Theorem 1 of [4], our theorem does not require 
completeness, finiteness, and nonatomicity of the measure space; X need 
not be separable, the bounding set G( .) depends on o; and the dependence 
is in general nonmeasurable. Furthermore our proof is considerably shorter 
than that in [4]. So we see that our Theorem 3.1 is a natural generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 1 in [4]. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we can have the following generalization of 
theorem 2 in [4]. Here we assume that (Sz, Z, cl) is a complete, a-finite 
nonatomic measure space and X a separable Banach space. 
THEOREM 3.2. If {f,(.)} n2 1 c LfJQ) for all n >, 1 f,(w) E G(w) p-a.e., 
where G: Q + P&X) is integrably bounded, w-lim, ~ m Jnf,(o) &(o) = z 
exists, and 0 + w-lim{f,(c~)}.~ 1 is graph measurable then for every E > 0 
there existsf( .) E L:(Q) s.t. 
and 
f(~)~w-~{f,(~)}.., w.e. 
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Proof: Note that dr,( .)},, i E Sk and from Theorem 4.2 of [6] we 
know that Sk is w-compact in L:(G) and by the Eberlein-Smulian 
theorem is sequentially w-compact. So we can find a subsequence 
(f&(e)},, i s.t. f,,( .) -‘“-“kf( a) E Sg. From Theorem 3.1 we know that 
~(co)~E5iiVw-lim{fn,(w)},~, EZiiiV ~-iEii{f~(o)}~,~ p-a.e. 
Because by hypothesis o + w-lim{f,(o)),,. i is graph measurable, then 
so is w-+C5iVw-lim{f,(w)}~~,. Using Theorem 3.1 of [2] we have: 
I R miv w-~{fn(4).. 144w) = cl 1 w-lim{f,(o)}.> 1dp(0). R 
Observe that z = jnp(w) &(o). So we have 
2 E cl 
s 
w-lim(f,(o)},. 1 d/A(o). 
R 
From the definition of the set valued integral we know that we 
7 
can find f: IR + X measurable s.t. f(o) E w-hm{f,(o)), a i p-a.e. and 
IIjnfW 4.40) - 41 < E. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) If for all w  EC& G(o) = GE P,,&X), then the graph 
measurability of o + w-lim{f,(w)}.. i is automatically satisfied because of 
the metrizability of the weak topology on G. In general the question of the 
measurability of the w-lim of a sequence of Banach space valued 
measurable multifunctions is an open question. 
(2) There is no loss of generality in assuming that G( .) is convex 
valued since otherwise we consider conv G( .), which has all the desired 
properties. 
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